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The first and foremost consideration in case of Rugby kits is always ruggedness when choosing the
sports wear for this tough game. The retailer and the online portal must be asked questions about
the ability of the fabric to withstand wear and tear and constant abuse on the play ground and the
seams capacity to hold. Better yet, according to the following criteria one should buy rugby kits.

Rugby is a tough, even brutal, sport and players generally make hard physical contact with other
and fall or slip while playing, with the ball and with the ground. On both the players as well as their
clothes, pulling on the shirts, diving around the mud and other strenuous activities put extreme
physical strain.

Thus, durability is the first criterion in looking for the best Rugby kits. We usually refer to the
following things when we speak of durability-

Tough materials must be used in the fabric used in these kits. The traditional material was cotton
but synthetic fabrics have also been incorporated into the final product. Besides pure polyester, the
most common blend is cotton and polyester. While the polyester is used by players, the blend is
used mostly by spectators. There are many reasons why polyester is the preferred fabric. The first
and most important reason is that it clings to the skin and quite slippery to hold too thereby resulting
in being bit hard for other players to get a hold on other players during a tackle. Next major factor is
that less amount of water is absorbed in this material during games that makes the wear quite light
in weight even when wet. Especially when the match play is on wet, heavy and muddy ground, extra
weight can hinder the movement of a player. Also it can bear rips and tears better than cotton,
which in the game like rugby which is quite a strenuous game is important.

These items of clothing will hold even in a tackle must be ensured in the stitching pattern used on
the rugby kits especially on the shirts and shorts. Lest the seams start to unravel everything from
the neckline to the hemline must be stitched properly. Durable shirts are needed in rugby kits that
will stay on the body during sessions of training and match plays.

In all weather conditions, generally the game of Rugby is played and also during sunny weather the
wear can drain players faster. Thus it is very important that fabrics that are breathable must be used
while playing.
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